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ABSTRACT

privacy concerns [4,8,13,16,18,20]. If the technical control
features (e.g. privacy settings) to limit the visibility of personal
information do not suffice, users sometimes apply their own
strategies to deal with possible (location) privacy issues. This is
illustrated in the user study of Boyd and Marwick [6], who found
that teens on social networking sites on the one hand apply social
strategies in which they limit the meaning of their messages to
make them incomprehensible for unwanted people or parties (e.g.
social steganography). On the other hand, they can also apply
‘innovative structural strategies for achieving privacy that don’t
rely on Facebook’s privacy settings’ [6:20]. The study of Boyd &
Marwick nicely demonstrates the interaction between the
technology and the user, which is studied in The Science &
Technology Studies (STS).

With the increasing adoption of smartphones, location-based
social networks and applications gain widespread popularity.
However, the disclosure of location information within these
networks can cause privacy concerns among mobile users. In most
of the research on privacy in location-based social networks,
technology is researched as a context factor for explaining privacy
related behavior. In our study, we take a post-phenomenological
ontological position and we translate this into our empirical
research using the Science & Technology Studies perspective on
the relation between technical scripts and user practices.
Following the work of Madeleine Akrich (1992), we study the
privacy scripts in two location-based social networks. In a
qualitative user study, we research their framework of action and
how they shape privacy concerns and practices.

The STS domain states that multiple contextual factors define the
interplay between the technology and user, or as they call it: the
mutual shaping process between technology and society [5].
Instead of focusing on the technical features, STS investigate how
technologies are socially, culturally, historically, economically,
and/or institutionally shaped [10]. There is no strict division
between the technology and the user as they exist only in an
interrelational way, whereby each part of the interrelation is
mutually depending upon the others for the emergence of
understanding [12]. A technology can shape a framework of
action, but users might also use the technology in a way not
foreseen by the designer [1]. Madeleine Akrich [1] refers to this
framework of action, or the preferred reading of users’ behavior,
as the script or the scenario of a technology. The design of a
technology defines which decisions can be made by the user and
what is controlled by the ‘machine’. Technologies can shape
users’ practices, the space in which users are supposed to act and
the ways in which they interact. However, in their interaction with
the technology, users can also adopt the technology in their
everyday life in another way than envisaged by the designer. We
can also apply these insights to study privacy concerns for media
technologies, and in the context of this paper, to the study of
LBSN users’ (location) privacy concerns. To explore how these
concerns can guide privacy practices, we have to scrutinize the
LBSN and how the preferred user behavior is inscribed or scripted
into these technologies. Users nowadays make privacy decisions
in a rather untransparent market. In their search for creating a
good user experience and a valid business model, different
location-based service providers embed the user location sharing
practices into their applications in different ways. Mobile
applications have in them a preferred reading of the information

1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Mobile phones are personal and influential artifacts in the
everyday life of many people, which leads to an ‘embodiment
relation’ with the communication device [11]. At the same time
smartphones are getting smarter and more sophisticated every
day, being able to capture very precise contextual data (e.g.
movement, orientation and location) of the user. Developers
integrate these data sources into different mobile applications,
hereby stimulating the growth of different types of location-based
social networks (LBSN) such as Foursquare or Find My Friends.
But the integration of location data within these applications also
brings along new privacy concerns. Although privacy issues are
not a recent concern of users, they become more pronounced in
the mobile environment where (usage) context and activity are
mutually constituent in ‘embodied interactions’ [9]. In the mobile
context, it is relevant to point to two of the elements of location
privacy as identified by Ardagna et al. [2]: position privacy, which
refers to the protection of the user’s position, and path privacy or
the protection of the location movement of a user who has been
monitored for a longer period of time. Earlier research found that
location-tracking services (path privacy) cause higher privacy
concerns than position-aware services [3]. A higher perceived
control over personal data can, however, help in decreasing
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sharing behavior of the user, e.g. by means of the default privacy
settings, or as Palen and Dourish [14:8] describe it: ‘The privacy
management process takes place in the context of the possibilities
that are offered by one or another technology’.

categories of LBSN make it interesting to explore how privacy
strategies, along with the privacy scripts, differ among the mobile
applications and their different usage motivations.
Given the in-depth and intensive nature of our study, a small
group of participants were involved (n=9). The participants were
recruited based on an online questionnaire, sent to a panel of
smartphone and mobile Internet users located in Flanders, the
northern part of Belgium (n=2,302, April 2013).3 Questions asked
about mobile phone behavior, usage of location-based services
and privacy attitudes. The survey helped us in purposefully
selecting the right mix of respondents (mix privacy concerned and
unconcerned users, mix experienced and non-experienced LBSN
users) and gave us background information on the. All
respondents were between 22 and 35 years old and 5 male and 4
female respondents participated. With the exception of one
participant, the participants took part in the study in teams of two.
This way, at least one person in the users’ social circle used the
application as well, stimulating the real-life use of the LBSN.
Data were collected between September and October 2013.

The privacy scripts of mobile applications are not yet widely
explored in previous privacy studies. Following the work of
Akrich [1], we study the scripts of LBSN and how users’ privacy
concerns exist within the framework of action of these scripts. We
have set up a qualitative study to gather insights on and to
illustrate the importance of the mutual shaping process of
technology and usage on the topic of location privacy.

2. METHOD
The study consists of two parts: a comparative analysis of the
privacy scripts of two commercial LBSN and a qualitative user
study in which we study how the privacy scripts of these LBSN
shape privacy concerns.

2.1 Comparative script analysis

The embedded privacy scripts of two LBSN, namely Foursquare1
and Glympse2, are analyzed in a comparative way. Foursquare is a
social-driven check-in service, allowing users to share their
location among a large network of friends. By checking-in, users
can collect points or badges, unlock local deals and read or leave
tips on a variety of locations. In contrast, Glympse is a purposedriven location-tracking service that allows users to let one, a few
or a large group of person(s) follow their location movement for a
defined period of time. These two applications were chosen
because of their different privacy scripts, but also because they
represent different categories of location-based services. Contrary
to purpose-driven LBSN, social-driven LBSN ‘emphasize the
social aspects of location sharing, where users might announce
their arrival at a location not because others need to know but
because it is simply interesting or fun to do so’ [17:1].

The study consisted of three consecutive phases. First, an
interview was conducted to get to know the participants and to
reflect with the respondents upon their smartphone and LBSN
usage. The study was presented and we helped with and observed
the installment of the applications on the participants’ own mobile
phone. The interview was followed by a three-week field trial, in
which the participants were asked to use the two LBSN by
fulfilling some predefined scenario tasks whereby triggering
users’ location privacy awareness was central. In the first week
the participants got familiar with both applications, and explored
the different functionalities by completing some small tasks (e.g.
check in at a venue using Foursquare and leave a tip). In the next
two weeks, we included three tasks for each LBSN to encourage
the respondents to explore and investigate the (default) privacy
and location settings of the applications (see figure 1). To keep
track of their practices and to gather some first impressions,
participants were requested to fill in a short (logging)
questionnaire at the end of each week. Finally, after the field
study, we did in-depth interviews with the participants, which
took on average one hour to one hour and a half per interview.
Here, the different scenario tasks were discussed and the users’
privacy management and concerns were discussed for both
applications. To not influence the participants’ privacy concerns
or evoke explicit privacy (non-)protective behavior, participants
were not informed about the ‘privacy goal’ of the study.

The LBSN are compared on 4 levels. First, the personal
information necessary to register for or use the application,
information that can be accessed by other people using the LSBN
or by third parties. Second, the default privacy settings, or the
privacy settings as they are preset by the application provider. On
the one side of the spectrum, there is the situation where the user
has full control over the privacy settings and the settings are
preset in favor of the privacy of the user. On the other side of the
spectrum, the user has no or little control over privacy settings and
the default settings are set to maximize the sharing of personal
data. Third, the configuration possibilities of the LBSN, or how
much sharing options the user has each time he or she wants to
share a location (e.g. with one, a few or a group of people).
Finally, we also scrutinize the privacy policies of both Foursquare
and Glympse.
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2.2 User study
Although a survey is a valuable instrument to study privacy
concerns, it is less suitable in capturing the interplay between the
technology and the user and how the privacy script of a
technology affects these privacy concerns. We therefore opt for a
qualitative post-phenomenological research approach in which we
study the real-life use of two existing LBSN. The two different
1
2

https://foursquare.com/
http://www.glympse.com/
2

The in this paper described qualitative study is part of bigger
research project in which we explore mobile users’ location
privacy experiences. We can here fore rely on a large panel of
over 5,000 smartphone and mobile Internet users located in
Flanders, the northern part of Belgium. The first online survey
(n=2,302, April 2013) and the qualitative study (n=9,
September-October 2013) gave input for a second online
questionnaire in which LBSN users’ willingness to share
location information was quantitatively explored, hereby
including privacy concerns as a primary influencing factor
(n=909, December 2013). See also: [19]

application designed to give users almost full control over their
location sharing settings. Foursquare on the other hand, defines
another framework of action for the user. It appears to be in the
interest of the Foursquare application, contrary to Glympse, that
as many personal data or settings as possible are set as public. For
a rather big set of data, users have no possibility to set it as private
and the privacy settings that are adjustable are set public by
default. A possible explanation for this is the fact that Foursquare
works together with local businesses and brands that have access
to aggregated and anonymous data. We could thus say that,
contrary to Glympse, the preferred reading of Foursquare limits
users in the management of their personal data.

3.2 Mutual shaping between LBSN and
location privacy

Figure 1. Field trial - Foursquare task 1
Results were gathered on an individual basis, although the
interviews were done per team of two. In this way the respondents
could critically assess each other’s behavior during the interviews.
Organizing the interviews per team also gave us the advantage to
collect additional insights on location sharing practices among
social ties.

The user study focuses on how the privacy scripts of Foursquare
and Glympse can shape participants’ privacy concerns and
practices and on users’ coping mechanisms in redefining this
framework of action.
The comparative analysis of the privacy scripts reveals that
Glympse is a more privacy preserving LBSN. However, the
respondents perceive Glympse to be more privacy-invasive than
Foursquare. Glympse is a location-tracking service, causing
higher privacy concerns than the position-aware service
Foursquare. On top of that, we also have to take into account the
control factor. Although the analysis of the privacy scripts shows
that Glympse gives users more control mechanisms (e.g. control
over audience), most of the participants feel they have a higher
control over the disclosure of their location when using
Foursquare. Important here, contrary to actual control, is thus the
notion of perceived control or the “illusion of control” [7]. Within
the check-in service Foursquare, users can each time make the
conscious decision to share a specific location, while within
Glympse a longer location path is shared.

All results were analyzed using the NVIVO 10 software for
qualitative analysis. All files (survey data, logging questionnaire,
the fully transcribed intake and closing interviews) were included
into the software and coded, based on the open and closed coding
technique [15].

3. STUDY RESULTS
3.1 Privacy scripts
The comparative analysis of Foursquare and Glympse reveals
different privacy scripts for the two LBSN. First, Foursquare
requires a lot of personal information to make use of the service,
whereas this is not the case for Glympse. Users also have limited
control over the display of their personal data within Foursquare.
The different usage goal of the applications partly explains why
Foursquare requires more personal data. Foursquare is a socialdriven application in which the creation of a social network is
central, whereas this is not the case for the purpose-driven
location sharing within Glympse. Next, when looking at the
default privacy settings of Foursquare and Glympse, we can
situate them at other sides of the spectrum. Within Foursquare,
users have control over a rather small amount of privacy settings
and, except for one privacy setting, the default settings all preset
personal data as public (e.g. photos added to check-in). Glympse,
on the other hand, has no privacy settings section. Each time the
user wants to share a location, he can control with whom the
location is shared (one person, multiple people, group), for how
long and until which destination. Glympse users thus have
elaborate configuration possibilities, whereas Foursquare does not
offer their users these possibilities. Location is by default shared
with all your Foursquare friends. Finally, we compared the
privacy policies of both Foursquare and Glympse. Both policies
are similar, but Foursquare makes an extra effort to make the
privacy policy a bit more transparent. In addition to the privacy
policy, they offer a document that describes in an easier and more
concise way the main topics in the privacy policy and they
provide a set of FAQs related to privacy.

When taking a closer look at the participants’ practices, we can
see that, although the importance of control over location data is
continuously stressed, they do not always act upon this. Some of
the participants did not know which information was displayed on
their Foursquare profile (e.g. telephone number) and we were
surprised to find that most of the participants had never looked at
their Foursquare privacy settings before. A possible explanation
for this - in line with Foursquare’s privacy script - is that the
privacy settings are hidden somewhere in the background of the
application, and therefore not easily checked. However, we should
also note that when a LBSN does not offer enough control
features to protect location information, the respondents
sometimes apply very inventive strategies to protect their location.
An example here is a participant who reports to never check in
with Foursquare every day and/or at the same time at work and at
home to make it difficult for someone with malicious intents to
discover daily routines. This example nicely illustrates the
interplay between on the one hand the technology and the
accompanying privacy script, and on the other hand users’
practices. In dealing with their privacy concerns, the respondents
take control upon themselves and use the technology in an
unforeseen way. In general, the most important way respondents
try to protect location information is to always thoughtfully
consider whether or not to share their location. If they do not want
others to know their location, they just do not share it.

The analysis of the privacy scripts of Foursquare, a check-in
service, and Glympse, a location tracking service, shows that the
two LBSN have a different privacy script. Glympse is an

Although control is considered important in decreasing privacy
concerns, the trade-off between more control and the ease of use
3

of an application has to be made. Some respondents reported they
would never use Glympse in everyday life because the effort to
each time define the sharing settings is too big. We also showed
mock-ups of other applications with more advanced location
privacy settings and configuration possibilities (e.g. defining finegrained location-sharing rules) to the respondents, but these were
also considered too elaborate.4 Although respondents say they
want full control over privacy settings, our study shows that they
are not willing to each time define elaborate sharing settings. This
also continuously makes the process of sharing personal
information more visible for users and users do not always like to
be confronted with that. It is a challenge for LBSN providers to
find the right balance between privacy-preserving affordances and
an optimal user experience.

To conclude, we wish to stress that how a technology is used will
be influenced by what the technology enables. Future privacy
studies should more often incorporate the interplay between the
technology and the user. Users might use the technology in a way
not foreseen by the designer, ‘but as long as the circumstances in
which the device is used do not diverge to radically from those
predicted by the designer, it is likely that the script will become a
major element for interpreting interaction between the object and
its user’ [1].
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we illustrated from an STS perspective how we can
take into account the interplay between the technology and the
user within privacy research. For this, one needs to scrutinize
technologies and their privacy script in shaping users’ privacy
concerns and practices. We opted for a qualitative research
approach consisting of three phases in which we combined indepth interviews, observation and short (logging) questionnaires.
We asked respondents to use two existing and commercialized
LBSN, Foursquare and Glympse, making it able for the
respondents to include their own social network in the application.
The usefulness of this approach for our research goals lies in its
value to reflect upon the usage of LBSN in a natural ‘in situ’
environment, making it possible to study users’ actual privacy
practices and concerns. This has some advantages over studies
which rely on hypothetical scenarios, in which the respondents
may have lower privacy concerns because location sharing holds
no risk, or higher concerns because the sharing is not rewarded
with (social) benefits [17].
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